This article describes automation of temperature-dependent terahertz spectroscopic experiments. The proposed dual-heater temperature controller based on a cascade proportional-integral-derivative algorithm provides smooth temperature changes in the polyethylene-based pharmaceutical pellet samples. The device has been integrated with a terahertz time-domain spectrometer. Thermodynamic experiments can now be performed without any probe inserted into the measured sample. Selected results of temperature-induced evolution in terahertz spectra are presented. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid samples for spectroscopic experiments are usually prepared by mixing the chemical compound to be investigated with an optically transparent powder and then compressing it under pressure into a pellet. Pharmaceutical pellet samples are popular in spectroscopic studies 1, 2 as they are easy to produce. In absorption spectroscopy, the measured spectrum of the sample is compared with the spectrum of the reference -a sample of pure diluting agent. This is done to cancel out instrumental properties and the response of the diluent itself. Over the last decade, this form of sample has been widely used in studies of many solid-state pharmaceuticals carried out using the terahertz time-domain technique. 3 Selected substances exhibit a (pseudo)polymorphism, which is a phenomenon where a substance can exist in more than one possible crystal structure. Since it changes the physical properties of a drug, such as stability and solubility, it plays a very important role in the pharmaceutical industry. Unwanted polymorphic transitions affect the efficiency of medicines and the shelf life of the final product. Recent research shows that 85% of the active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) have polymorphic forms. 4 Todays' drug development process pushes scientists to investigate the possible polymorphs and their transition conditions, in order to select the most thermodynamically stable form.
Polymorphism detection can, inter alia, be accomplished with the use of the terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). 5 Terahertz waves, which serve to fill the gap between the microwaves and infrared radiation, have been the subject of intense research over the past two decades, due to their unique features. 6 Large organic molecules in crystalline form exhibit terahertz resonances which allow them to be distinguished by the THz-TDS technique 7, 8 within the frequency range of 0.1-10 THz.
The acquisition time of the terahertz spectrum is fast enough (from seconds down to milliseconds) to allow for continuous monitoring of a substance. The aforementioned necessity of studies of polymorphic transitions (caused for a) lukasz.sterczewski@pwr.edu.pl instance by temperature) 9 has created a demand for a fully automated system for the heating of pharmaceutical pellets in the terahertz regime. It is to be synchronized with a THz-TDS spectrometer.
A. Sample heating problem
Sample heating is a common challenge in many physical and chemical experiments. When the probing radiation (e.g., infrared and X-ray) passes through the investigated object, it may be disturbed by a temperature probe in the beam path. Various heating schemes have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. For instance, the patented solutions for heating of the chemical samples (pharmaceuticals) include a light bulb stored in a receptacle with a thermostat as a controller. 10 Such a construction provides nearly isothermal conditions for the sample with a long-term temperature stability, eliminating the necessity of putting the probe into the sample. However, a large thermal mass of such a chamber makes impossible the use of the fast temperature scanning mode, desired in spectroscopic experiments.
An alternative approach includes a dedicated device for investigating different chemical and physical forms of materials, 11 where a crystalline solid is kept in a computercontrolled heating block. A similar concept of a metal block is employed in a commercially available single-pellet heating chamber, 12 being sufficient to maintain the constant sample temperature. Nonetheless, in both solutions, the center pellet temperature remains unknown and may be significantly different from the contact surface temperature. To eliminate the above issue, a contactless method of sample heating, based on infrared, can be used. 13, 14 The radiant energy source uses the projector lamps in order to control the sample temperature in quartz enclosure. Unfortunately, the problem of combining the terahertz pulse with the heat-delivering infrared radiation at normal incidence arises.
In our experiments, we introduced a dual-heater block with two heaters and two pellets: the pellet to be measured and a reference pellet with a temperature probe embedded in the pellet center, thus favoring the contact surface heating method. Measurements have confirmed that the center temperatures of both pellets were nearly identical when supplied from the same power source owing to the heating block symmetry. In such way, we overcame the problem of the contact surfacepellet center temperature offset. After all, temperature control of the multi-sensor heating system, providing fast response to the set-point change, lack of overshoots, and high temperature stability, was to be designed.
Before the system was developed, we used a separate dual-heater hysteresis controller. It introduced unwanted oscillations in the temperature of the pellets and did not collect information on the temperature at the center of the reference pellet. Furthermore, manual setting of the temperature, without any synchronization with the spectrometer, had in the past been a source of time-related errors. This made the thermodynamic studies in our previous experiments unreliable. As a solution, a microcontroller-based supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) device was thus designed and assembled. The supervisory application was developed using LabVIEW's graphical programming environment, widely used in the automation of laboratory experiments. 15, 16 In recent decades, LabVIEW has come to be applied in spectroscopic 17 and photonic instrumentation. 18 Thermodynamic experiments performed with the equipment can be divided into two groups. (1) Temperature scanning with a predefined rise-profile, used for substance stability tests and for comparison with the results of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). (2) Maintaining of a constant temperature over time for studying the kinetics of a reaction. Clearly, long-term temperature stability and excellent setpoint tracking performance were the main requirements. In this article, we present a dual-heater temperature controller with a cascade proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm, operating under the supervision of a LabVIEW-based SCADA application.
II. SPECTROMETER EQUIPMENT
The pharmaceuticals were examined with a home-built terahertz time-domain spectrometer. A simplified diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The low-temperature-grown GaAs photoconductive antennas (Tx and Rx) are pumped by femtosecond optical pulses, generating terahertz radiation between 0.1 and 3 THz. 19 The dual-heater block is placed at the focal point of the two off-axis parabolic mirrors guiding the THz radiation. The generated pulse passes through the investigated sample, without being interrupted by any obstacles, e.g., temperature sensors. In contrast, in the scheme with a symmetrically placed reference pellet, their presence affects the measurement. To detect the pulse, a coherent homodyne detection scheme with a lock-in amplifier was used (SRS830). The transmitting antenna is biased by an alternating square-wave of the kHz-frequency range signal. The receiving antenna converts the terahertz electric field into photo-current. The terahertz pulses can be reconstructed by means of a time-shift of the femtosecond laser pulses performed by the motorized delay line.
The dual-pellet heater is made of an aluminum block with brass-coated AC electric heaters. They are equipped with builtin temperature sensing J-type thermocouples. The internal diameter of the heating chambers is equal to 13 mm, the size of sample broadly used in spectroscopic studies. The temperature inside the reference pellet is measured by the special K-type thermocouple. To ensure a reliable thermal contact, a small hole was drilled in the central part of pellet and filled with the thermal grease when assembling the temperature probe. Should the tolerance of the thermocouple prove to be unsatisfactory, a dedicated interface for PT100 platinum resistance sensors can be used as an alternative.
To allow for optimum supervision of the heating process, we introduced an autonomous and maintenance-free item of apparatus -the heater controller. We focused our attention on the cascade temperature control algorithm because it delivers a reasonably short rise-time, significantly reducing the temperature overshoots inside the pellets during setting of the transient. This required support for multiple temperature sensors, so we added a few analog interfaces with possibility of expanding them further. The PC control software was developed in the LabVIEW environment. The existing virtual instrument spectrometer, because of the software model selected, could be readily integrated with the heater controller software. The user interface window of the application is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. MODELING
Thermal objects are a rewarding class of computer experiments with a well-developed systems theory and a practical background of use in the food or chemical industry, for instance. Implementation and tuning of the robust and no-overshoot control algorithm are both a challenging and time-consuming task. The bases of the mathematical models can be constructed based on the physical parameters of the object. The objective of such a procedure is to omit real-object experiments, due to the significant time intervals between the subsequent step response tests, as well as potentially destructive thermal effects.
A. Mathematical model
The formula for transfer of the thermal energy Q in terms of temperature change ∆T is given by where C th denotes the thermal mass (heat capacity) of the object. This term is also known as the thermal flywheel. 20 It provides resistance against temperature fluctuations. The larger the thermal mass, the more significant the delay is that is present in a step response at constant power. The thermal mass of a uniformly composed body is a product of its mass and specific heat c p , denoted as
Heat transfer rate dQ(t)/dt -can be expressed as a sum of heat sources and heat losses -q i (t),
Using the Newton's law of cooling, the heat loss (q loss = q i ) can be expressed as
where K is a thermal proportionality constant, equivalent to a product of the heat transfer coefficient h and heat transfer surface area A. In the above formula, T Amb is the ambient temperature and ∆T(t) denotes the time-dependent thermal gradient. When the body is hotter than environment, the gradient ∆T(t) is positive (it is cooling down). Thus, the minus sign in the formula indicates that the heat power is transferred from the system to the ambient environment. Finally, when a single heat source (q H ) and a single heat loss (q loss ) are present, the heat transfer rate is expressed as
The above equation can be rewritten in the terms of thermal mass C t h , the thermal proportional coefficient K, and temperature change dT(t)/dt,
Dividing the equation by C t h , we obtain the final form of the heat transfer equations,
A set of heat transfer equations in the form shown above was used to model the heating system under consideration.
B. Transfer function
In practice, when a short-time model is desired, the statespace model can be replaced by a more convenient, but less accurate transfer function model. Within the described device, it proved to be less difficult to implement. The equations presented here however provide the basis for its derivation. For the sake of simplicity, we considered in our model a single heating block (Fig. 3) , as the second block is identical.
Assuming slow changes in ambient temperature T Amb , the differential equations can be resolved into two multiplicative transfer functions. Such a representation separates the power change response of the heater from the change in pellet temperature, giving independent terms. 21 This is done by introducing two effective time constants in the denominator of the transfer function, which reflect the parameters K i and C i of the materials.
The first transfer function, describing the heater response, implements Küpfmüller's 1st order model with a transport delay of 5 s.
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The resulting transfer function, with the heater power input and the pellet temperature output, is a product of the two components above,
.
By definition, the transfer function includes the zerovalued initial conditions. To start the simulation with an initial value equal to the room temperature, it has to be added in the output summation block.
C. Matlab simulation
The transfer function model was implemented in the Simulink (MathWorks) environment. The results of the simulation, carried out for the 44-s square pulse response (100% duty cycle of heater power delivered), compared with real data, are shown in Fig. 4 .
The model fits with the experimental data with a good level of match. Simulation of the single-heater system with the various types of controlling algorithms (single PID, MBC, cascade PID) led to a significant reduction in overshoot, while preserving as high a rise-time as possible.
IV. CONTROL ALGORITHM
The performance of the pellet heating system is determined by a non-trivial cascade PID control algorithm. On the first attempt, a classical independent PID structure was tested. Major disadvantages involving large overshoots in the pellet's temperature, and gathering information only from one sensor used in the control process, excluded this approach from being used for the type of precise measurements that we conduct. Accurate control of large thermal lag systems can be accomplished with a modified version of the basic PID -a dual-feedback cascade PID controller. The block diagram of this control algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . With this approach, information concerning both the local (heater) and the global (pellet) temperature are used in the control process. The main feature of this scheme is its hierarchical design. The outer supervisory loop provides a set-point that evolves over time for the inner slave loop.
As the thermal lag of the heater is much less than that of the pellet, and the temperature of the heater can fluctuate at a higher frequency, the heater control loop was chosen to be the inner one. It maintains the heater's temperature locally. Also, local feedback allows faster correction of the control error in comparison with the global feedback scheme. It is preferable for objects with a lower time constant to be in the inner control block. Experiments have shown that the inner loop controller can be a simple proportional one, whereas the master must provide an integral action. A cascade algorithm requires the presence of integral action. Otherwise, undamped oscillations in the settling of temperature appear. Though near zero, steadystate error cannot be attained.
In our implementation, we used the PID-IND controller structure with independent proportional, integral, and derivative terms 22 in the supervisory loop. However, the inner loop's derivative and integral terms were disabled, because the integration of the outer loop was sufficient. Furthermore, they did not perform well in the noisy environment.
The polyethylene-based pellet melts down above 120
• C. To prevent this temperature being exceeded and avoid large overshoots, specific non-linear blocks had to be introduced. The cutoff limit for the heater's temperature was set to 115
• C. Above this threshold, power is disabled. Then, a saturation block was introduced. It makes negative control impossible, as there is no cooling feature of the heater and limits the heater's power to 16% of its nominal 250 W. The next nonlinear block, introduced into the master PID controller, is an integral windup cancellation. It freezes the integral block when full heater power is delivered. Only when the heater is supplied and the process value (pellet's current temperature) is below the set-point, the integral block is allowed to operate. When in an overshoot state, the integral block is initialized with This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: the current process value. It is crucial to initialize it in the start-up routine with the prescaled value of heater's current temperature (prescaled by the integrator's gain). Otherwise, it takes a very long time for the integrator to accumulate the error. The startup lag of this block can make overshoot-free control of the main loop impossible. In addition, saturation of the integral block (both positive and negative) was introduced to minimize the risk of large integral block windup. The discrete PID control time interval was set to 330 ms. This interval was sufficiently frequent to control the object with a thermal type of response.
In the cascade control scheme, it is preferable for the inner loops to be tuned first. The proportional term in the inner loop was found to provide the fastest and non-oscillative character for K p = 3.4. The outer loop's proportional and integral term were set to K p = 1.3 and K i = 0.04, respectively, where K i is the equivalent of the ratio K p /T i in the PID-ISA (Ideal Standard Algorithm). High proportional gain in the inner loop ensures rapid error correction, whereas the lower gain in the master loop results in smoother transitions.
When no liquid nitrogen source is available to cool down the experiment, tuning of systems with large thermal lag controlled by the cascade PID can be demanding and timeconsuming. In practice, intervals between subsequent experiments with new controller gain settings can exceed several tens of minutes. Our work showed that the controller's structure and the coarse values of their gain coefficients can be derived by numerical simulations, reducing the number of possible step excitation experiments to obtain the desired response. The object with the hierarchical controller structure was simulated in the Simulink environment. Slight corrections (±20%) of the inner loop proportional term gain, and the outer integral term gain, in the real-life system were verified experimentally. A fine-tuning procedure, based on the parameters proposed from the simulation, ensured the best possible controller gain settings within the proposed region of values.
As the two heating chambers are almost identical, the concept of two cascade control systems running in parallel with their own heater temperatures and a shared pellet temperature gave satisfactory results. It was sufficient to keep the heater temperatures equal to an accuracy of within (±0.5
• C) and keep the difference in pellet temperature (between the reference and measured temperature) even lower.
V. RESULTS
The step change in the measured pellet's temperature setpoint from 87
• C to 94
• C is shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) . The rapid increase in the temperature at the center of the pellet is achieved by introducing a small overshoot in the settling of the heater's temperature. Without this, the rise-time of the pellet would be unsatisfactorily long. It would disable the setpoint tracking control mode, as the offset between the setpoint varying over time and the actual temperature of the pellet would be too high. Due to favorable behavior of the system in terms of dynamics, we accepted some tunings of the PID controller parameters. Although, after the first overshoot, only minimal fluctuations appear, their influence on central temperature of the pellet is minimal, and the aforementioned temperature spike only minimizes the rise-time of the pellet's temperature.
The tuned system was used to study the dehydration of a well-known polycrystalline hydrate -the α--glucose monohydrate -in the terahertz regime. The compressed 400 mg pellet sample with 10% of glucose was placed in the heating chamber. The 360 mg polyethylene pellet was used in the neighboring chamber as a temperature reference. The terahertz path was enclosed in an acrylic box filled with pure nitrogen for the elimination of water vapor. We performed an 80-min dehydration experiment at a heating rate of 1
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Glucose dehydration process in THz light. The kinetics of the transition were studied in details. 12 was sufficient to maintain required rate. The evolution of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 7 . The dehydration moment is clearly visible, thus a detailed analysis of the decomposition rate can be performed in that particular temperature range. The dehydration process examined with our method enabled the detection of the phase transition moment at approximately 65
• C. This result has been confirmed by the DSC analysis, 23 where the peak of the thermograms in the dehydration process appeared at around 70-75
• C, depending on the preparation of the samples. This slight discrepancy may be caused by significantly different experimental conditions in the DSC-monitored dehydration experiment, where the relative humidity throughout the experiment exceeded 0%, whereas we kept the sample in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, as the THz spectroscopic method is exceedingly sensitive to water vapor. Additionally, the heating rate (∆T/∆t) and construction of the DSC sample pan are known to contribute to varying results -in the aforementioned studies, the pan was covered with a non-hermetic lid, thus changing the dehydration environment compared to our experiment.
The presented investigation technique can be considered as supplementary to the DSC, since recent research on phase transition detection in the industry shows, that two or more simultaneous methods should be employed to monitor the process reliably. 24 Our studies on thermodynamics of derivatives of a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug -Piroxicam 25 have shown that one may not detect the same phase transitions with THz spectroscopy, as using the DSC technique. Consequently, the thermo-analytical methods should be accompanied by spectroscopy to minimize the risk of overlooking changes in the examined samples.
In addition to the temperature-scanning experiments, the constant-temperature (isothermal) ones were also enabled by our system. They allow to study the phase transition kinetics. We prepared the α--lactose monohydrate sample (in the same manner as in the temperature scanning experiment) and heated it for 90 min at 100
• C, wherein the sample underwent a pseudo-polymorphic phase transition -the dehydration. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) show the evolution of the time-domain signal and absorption spectra of lactose with removed baseline, respectively. The pre-processed spectra were used to perform the quantitative analysis -estimate the normalized dehydration fraction α in time. We integrated the peak area (PA) between 16 and 19 cm −1 , corresponding to the first peak, 25 and 32 cm −1 of the second peak, and applied the broadband Bayesian spectral sources (BSS) algorithm using the full spectral information. 26 Peaks between 42 and 62 cm −1 cannot be used in the peak-area method since there is a significant crossband between them. It should be noted that in the Bayesian approach, we respect the full additivity constraints, meaning that the sum of the dehydrate and the hydrate fraction at each time instant adds to one. Fig. 9 shows the evaluation of the dehydration fraction α of α--lactose monohydrate as a function of time (inset) and the dehydration rate constant k (main plot) using the three methods. In order to estimate the dehydration rate constant k, the dehydration kinetics model must be carefully selected, mostly from the known rate laws. One needs to find a transformation of α versus time t, such that the transformed points exhibit a linear trend. While in many dehydration experiments, the sigmoidal-like reaction profile is expected, the curve of α(t) in this study exhibits a deceleratory trend -the reaction slows down with time. The best fit (with the highest correlation coefficient r) to the experimental points of α was found with the one dimensional diffusion D1 model 27 -a member of the constant deceleratory rate law family of reactions in solids, given by
The dehydration rate constants k found with three different methods are 1.039·10 −2 min −1 for the integrated peak between 25 and 32 cm −1 , 9.823·10 −3 min −1 for the integrated peak between 16 and 19 cm −1 , and 9.527·10 −3 min
for the broadband Bayesian approach. The corresponding correlation coefficients are r = 0.99, r = 0.98, and r = 0.92, respectively. The relative differences (absolute difference divided by the mean of two compared) between the estimates are within acceptable tolerance -less than 10%. Since it is not obvious which spectral region corresponds best to the physical change, the water loss from the crystal lattice, it is reasonable to calculate the arithmetic mean of the dehydration rates -9.913·10 −3 min −1 -or correlationcoefficient weighted mean to favor the best fit -9.923·10 −3 min −1 . By repeating the experiment at different temperatures, one can generate the Arrhenius plot, which relates the natural log of k to the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. The plot is used to study the effect of temperature on the rates of the polymorphic transitions in a drug. Owing to the fact that the temperature of the water loss in α--lactose is 100
• C and above, the diluting medium must be changed from the spectroscopic grade low density polyethylene (LDPE) to Teflon (PTFE), for instance, to prevent the sample from melting. This might also involve slight corrections in the controller gains, as the thermal conductivity of PTFE is somewhat lower (κ = 0.25 W m −1 K −1 ) than that of the polyethylene (κ = 0.33 W m −1 K −1 ). The temperature stability in the lactose dehydration experiment is shown in Fig. 10 (black line) . The mean temperature and the standard deviation are 100.07
• C and 0.124
• C, respectively. The stability can be further improved by replacing the noise-sensitive thermocouples with the temperature- 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an extension to the spectroscopic system for the evaluation of heat-induced molecule decompositions in the terahertz frequency band. When a recently synthesized drug with unknown physical properties is to be studied for the existence of the polymorphic phase transitions, the use of our system may significantly simplify the procedure. The temperature scanning mode helps to find the transition region initially. If any evolution is present, the constant temperature mode enables the researcher to study the kinetics of the process in that region. The experiments that we conducted with the α--glucose monohydrate, and α--lactose monohydrate, prove the concept.
We improved the single-heater scheme by introducing the second reference heater with a known temperature of the pellet's center. A detailed mathematical model and intensive numerical simulations provided the bases for precise temperature control of the measured sample. Such an approach was found to eliminate significant heater-pellet temperature offset. The unique cascade control algorithm with embedded nonlinear blocks reduced the overshoots and oscillations to minimum, preserving a sharp rise-profile. For further improvement of the dynamic response, if it is not satisfactory, a fuzzy controller or a predictive control scheme can be employed simply by modifying the existing software.
The design procedures for the multiple sensor heating system presented here can be employed in different fields of the applied sciences. Often, a second reference object can be introduced to model the behavior of the investigated sample placed symmetrically under the same environmental conditions. This may significantly reduce control errors at the expense of a slight modification to the measurement system.
